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Recall instructionsand the suffix effect
Henry L. Roediger, III, and Robert G. Crowder
PurdueUniversityand Yale University
Performanceon the last few items of a 12-wordlist was impaired when a
spoken"Recall"was used as the cue for recall, relativeto performancewith a
nonverbalcue. This suffixeffect occurredwith four types of recall instructions
after auditorypresentation,including instructionsfor conventionalserial and
free recall. Even when subjectswere instructedto recall the last few items first,
there was slight impairmentwith the suffix.The presentexperimentraises a
problemfor the notion of a system of precategoricalacoustic storagein that
a smallersuffixeffect was expectedwith instructionsthat delayedrecall of the
last few items, yet the magnitudeof the effect was roughlyequivalentwith the
differentinstructions.Threepotentialsolutionsto thisproblemare outlined.
Crowder and Morton (1969) have provided evidence of a peripheral
auditory storage system that holds information in prelinguistic form. This
storage system is referred to as precategorical acoustic storage (see Morton, 1970, and Crowder, 1972, for summaries). It is considered to be
more or less directly observed in three ways. The first of these is the
modality effect - the superiority of auditory to visual presentation in
recall of the last few elements of a list (e.g., Conrad and Hull, 1968).
This effect has been found repeatedly in immediate recall with different
stimulus vocabularies and a variety of instructions about recall (e.g.,
Craik, 1969; Murdock and Walker, 1969), and it is attributed to availability of additional echoic information that aids recall in the case of
auditory presentation. A second manifestation of a precategorical acoustic
storage is the suffix effect - the deleterious effect on recall of the last
few elements in an auditory series of adding a redundant acoustical element (a stimulus suffix) at the end of the series. The suffix is assumed to
degrade or displace the information in precategorical acoustic storage
and thus eliminate the advantage that normally accrues to the last few
items in auditory presentation (Crowder and Morton, 1969). The third
way in which a precategorical acoustic storage is observed is what might
be called the partial-report effect - the advantage of partial to whole re115
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port in a multichannel listening paradigm and, more importantly,the rapid
decay of partial relative to whole report when the signal to report is
delayed (Darwin, Turvey, and Crowder, 1972; Treisman and Rostron,
1972).
It is an unfortunate fact that although these three effects all potentially
converge on the same memory system, the vast majority of work that is
in any sense analytic has been restricted to the suffix effect. This restriction is unhealthy, since it forces one to accept on faith alone that the
principles isolated there will apply to other kinds of memory. These experiments have been conducted with limited stimulus vocabularies such
as digits, letters, and sets of three CV nonsense syllables (thus involving
repeated presentation of the stimuli) and strict serial recall of the to-beremembered elements. The primary exception to this generalization is a
report by Engle (1974) that appeared after completion of the present
study.
Unusual importance is attached to the question of the generality of
the suffix effect in diverse situations because even in the rather limited
situations of past experiments, the suffix effect was not always found. In
particular, it was not found in the recall of CV syllables that varied only
in stop consonants (Crowder, 1971) and was attenuated in the recall of
syllables that varied only in fricatives or vowels of short duration
(Crowder, 1973a, 1973b). Evidently, precategorical acoustic storage does
not hold certain phonemes or holds them only for much shorter periods
of time. Interestingly, the modality effect was also eliminated in the recall
of syllables that varied only in stop consonants (Crowder, 1971).
The primary purpose of the present research, then, was to establish
the suffix effect in recall of common English words under four different
types of instructions about recall. Besides the typical instructions for free
and serial recall, modifications of both these tasks were employed. One
group of subjects was instructed to recall the items in any order they
wanted but to be especially certain to recall the last few items in the list
first. Another group of subjects was told that they could write items down
in any order they desired but that they were to write each item beside
the number corresponding to the input position of the item in the list
(free position recall). A comparison of the magnitude of the suffix effect
with these different instructions is of considerable theoretical interest.
Since precategorical acoustic storage is usually considered to last only
two seconds or so and since the suffix effect is attributed to the displacement of the contents of that storage, one might reasonably expect the
suffix effect to be greatest for the subjects instructed to recall the last
few items first, smallest for the subjects instructed to use serial recall
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(i.e., to recall the last few items last), and of intermediate size for the
subjects with the other two types of instructions.
In the experiment reported here, the subjects recalled 16 12-word lists
under one of the four types of instructions just described. Half the lists
were followed by a stimulus suffix (the spoken word "Recall") and, as
a control, half by a nonverbal signal.
METHOD
Subjects
The 160 subjectswere Yale undergraduates.
Most were servingas part of a
courserequirement,
but 20 subjectswerepaid.
Design
The subjectswere dividedinto four groupsof 40 with each groupreceivinga
differenttype of instructionsfor recall.One groupof subjectswas simplytold to
recall each list in any order (free recall, or FR subjects),while a secondgroup
was told to recall the items in strict serial order, from 1 through 12, drawing
a line beside any position for which they did not know the appropriateitem
(serial recall, or SR subjects). A third group was told to recall the items in
any orderthey wanted,but they were askedto place each item besidethe number correspondingto the correct serial position (free position recall, or FPR
subjects).A fourthgroupwas again told to recall the wordsin any orderthey
wanted, but they were asked to recall the last few items first before they attempted recall of the earlieritems in the list (free recall-last first, or FR-LF
subjects).
Each subject received 16 lists of words under one of these four sets of instructions.For half the lists, the cue to begin recallingthe list was the word
"Recall"spokenin the same cadence and voice as the list, while for the other
half of the lists, it was a tone that soundedtwice in rapid sequence.The tones
were also in cadencewith the list, and their combineddurationwas approximately the same as that of the verbalcue. The verbalcue was expectedto act
as a stimulussuffixand thus the lists followedby the verbalcue are referredto
as in the suffix condition,while the lists followed by the nonverbalcue are
called the controlcondition.For half the subjectsin each group,the first eight
lists were under the suffix conditionand the second eight under the control
condition,while for the otherhalf of the subjects,that orderwas reversed.
Materials
The 16 lists werecomposedof 192wordsselectedfromthe Paivio,Yuille, and
Madigan (1968) norms. The words representeda wide range of imagery,
and frequencyvalues;that is, therewas no selectionon these or
meaningfulness,
any other bases except that homonymswere excluded from the set of words.
Wordswere randomlyassignedto the lists and positionswithinlists except that,
as much as possible,semanticallysimilarwordswere not includedin the same
list.
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Procedure
The subjects served in groups of 3 to 15. Before serving in the present experiment, all had served in an unrelated experiment on semantic memory that
involved producing words from common conceptual categories.
The same general instructions were read to all subjects before they were
told the manner in which they were to recall the lists. Everyone was told that
he would hear 16 12-word lists presented at the rate of one word per second
and that each list would be followed by a cue to begin his recall. The nature
of the cues was explained and an example of a nonverbal cue was given. The
subjects were told not to begin recall until they heard the cue and that it would
be in cadence with the list.
The subjects were carefully instructed as to how they were to recall the list.
The FR subjects were simply told to recall the words in any order, while the
FR-LF subjects were asked in addition to "recall the last few items in the list
before you recall the others. You may recall the last few and the others in any
order you want. Just be sure to recall the last few first." The SR subjects were
instructed to recall as many of the words as possible in strict serial order from
the first to the last position, drawing a dash where they did not know the appropriate item. They were told not to start at the end and not to go back and
correct any items they might think wrong. The FPR subjects were told that
they were to remember both the words in the list and the order in which they
occurred and that at recall they were to place items next to the appropriately
numbered position on their sheets. However, they were instructed that the
order in which they wrote the items down was unimportant (i.e., they did
not have to write items in a strict 1-12 order as did the SR subjects).
The lists were presented in the same order for all subjects, at a 1-sec rate, by
a tape recorder. The list number was spoken before each list to warn subjects
that a new list was coming (e.g., "List 3"). Subjects were allowed 45 sec after
each list to write their responses under the appropriate list number on the recall sheets. For the SR and FPR subjects, there were 12 numbered spaces below
each list number. Subjects were told before the experiment which cue would
follow the first eight lists, and there was a short break after the eighth list to
remind subjects that the remaining lists would be followed by a different cue.

RESULTS
In the upper portion of Figure 1 are the data from subjects given the
four types of instructions, under both suffix and control conditions. Filled
circles represent performance on lists followed by a control, nonverbal,
cue, while open circles represent performance on lists followed by the
verbal suffix "Recall." These results are based on scoring all subjects
according to the criterion for free recall, giving a subject credit for every
item he recalled, regardless of whether or not he assigned it to the correct
serial position if he was an SR or FPR subject. Each point is based on
320 observations (40 subjects, 8 trials). A 4 (types of instructions) X 2
(suffix versus control) X 12 (serial positions) analysis of variance re-
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Figure 1. Upper panel shows the proportionrecalled under the control and
suffixconditionsat each serial positionfor the four types of recall instructions
(free-recall scoring); lower panel shows the proportionrecalled under the
control and suffix conditionsfor the instructionsto use serial recall and free
positionrecall (ordered-recallscoring)
vealed a reliable suffix effect [F(1, 11) = 7.56] and an effect of serial
position [F(11,1,716) =-391.65], but no effect of type of instructions
[F(3, 44) = 1.57]. The suffix effect refers to the damaging effect of the
redundant "Recall" on performance over the last five to seven serial
positions. There was no interaction of the suffix effect with type of instructions [F < 1], indicating that the magnitude of the suffix effect was
approximately the same under the different instructions. However, the
interaction between the suffix effect and serial position was reliable [F(11,
1,716) = 6.97], indicating that the effect was localized at the end of the
list, as it is theoretically supposed to be. The interaction of type of instructions and serial position was also reliable [F(33, 1,716) =-15.07].
The FR, FR-LF, and FPR subjects showed greater recency than the SR
subjects, while the latter showed greater primacy. The third-order interaction was not significant.
The suffix effect seemedreia iti
even appeared for subjects
ble, and
who were instructedto recall the last few items first, although it was
in that
that case.
case. The
The mean
meandifference
effect in
by aa ceiling
ceiling effect
severely attenuated
attenuated by
difference
severely
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in proportion recalled between suffix and control conditions over serial
positions 7-12 was .04 for FR-LF subjects, while the comparable comparison for SR, FR, and FPR subjects revealed somewhat larger differences of .10, .09, and .09 respectively. Only 26 of the 40 FR-LF subjects
made any errors at all on the last two serial positions under either the
suffix or control condition. Of the 21 nontied subjects, 14 made more
errors under the suffix than control condition (p < .05, one-tailed, by
Wilcoxon signed-rankstest).
When the SR and FPR subjects were given credit only for items recalled in their correct serial order, as shown in the lower portion of
Figure 1, the suffix effect was again quite obvious. In fact, the suffix
effect appeared larger with this ordered-recall scoring than with freerecall scoring. This was especially true of the subjects given instructions
to use serial recall; the mean difference favoring performance under the
control condition over the last three serial positions was .12 with freerecall scoring and .21 with the ordered-recall measure. One might be
tempted to conclude that the suffix has a specific effect on order information as well as item information, but it is also true that strict position
scoring drives performance down from the ceiling and thus may simply
sensitize the effect statistically.
A comparison of recall with the four different types of instructions
showed that recall was poorest with instructions to use serial recall, but
about the same with the other three types of instructions. The overall
mean proportions of correct recall by the criterion for free recall under
the control and suffix conditions respectively were serial recall, .45 and
.41; free recall, .52 and .48; free position recall, .53 and .49; and free
recall-last first, .51 and .47. Similarly, probability of recall by a strict
order criterion was greater for the subjects instructed to use free position
recall than for those instructed to use serial recall, except on the first
few serial positions.
DISCUSSION
The robust suffix effect found for common English words with each
of the four types of instructions indicates that the effect does generalize
well beyond the rather restricted range of situations often employed in
experiments studying the effect. Of special interest is the finding that the
suffix damages recall of the last few items even for the subjects instructed
to recall these items first. Despite near-perfect performance by these subjects, they still made more errors when the list was followed by a spoken
"Recall." Beyond providing a broader empirical base for the suffix effect
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than has previously existed, the present results raise several matters of
interest for theory.
First, the generality of the suffix effect across a variety of instructions
for recall and stimulus vocabularies strengthens its association with the
modality effect - the selective advantage of auditory over visual presentation for the last several serial positions- in that both occur in a variety
of experimental situations (Craik, 1969; Jensen, 1971; Murdock and
Walker, 1969; Watkins, Watkins, and Crowder, 1974). The original interpretation of the modality effect by Crowder and Morton (1969) had, of
course, used as its central foundation the assumption that this was the case.
Second, there are two ways in which the interaction of a suffix effect
with serial position could cause misleading results. In many experiments,
it is common to signal the end of the list by saying "Recall" after the
last item. The present results show that this procedure is not without
consequences for recall of the last few items. Naturally, if this method of
cuing is used in all conditions of an experiment, the dangers are not too
great. However, in some situations, the effect would not be constant. For
example, Hinrichs (1968) presented a verbal cue to signal forward or
backward recall either before or after presentation of the list, an experimental design which Morton (1969) showed to have produced a false
conclusion through the operation of an inadvertent suffix effect. The
modality and suffix effects also pose a problem for those who wish to
make measurements of primary memory (Watkins, 1974). In several of
the procedures that have become standard (Watkins, 1974), the rationale is to remove, statistically, the secondary-memory component.
What we have shown here is that there may be a sensory-memorycomponent mixed into the remainder, a circumstance which would lead to
an inflated estimate of primary memory. One solution would be to employ visual presentation or a suffix to remove the echoic contribution;
unfortunately, the evidence is at present mixed as to whether these are
totally equivalent solutions (Engle, 1974; Morton and Holloway, 1970).
An unanticipated result occurred with the two types of instructions
emphasizing the retention of order information, that is, the instructions
for serial recall and free position recall. With both of these types of
instructions, the suffix not only led to impaired recall for the late serial
positions but actually enhanced recall in the early portion of the list;
the enhancement over the first three positions was statistically reliable
[F(1, 32) = 4.09, p < .05]. This crossover occurred for both free- and
ordered-recall criteria. Engle (1974) has reported the same tendency.
In studies of the modality effect, the comparable observation is an early
advantage of visual over auditory presentation; this crossover has been
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observed with both free recall (Craik, 1969; Watkins et al., 1974) and
serial recall (Watkins and Watkins, 1973). Inspection of the literature
shows, however, that the crossoveris not by any means an invariable consequence of either the suffix or the modality effect. We have no hypothesis
for this and we do not even have any sense of whether it is important.
But in one sense, and although the crossover is evanescent in both the
modality and suffix effects, it does provide still one more instance of
communality between the two.
Although the generality of the suffix effect across stimulus materials
is a great reassurance,its generality across the four types of recall instructions used here highlights what must be considered an awkward aspect
of the theory of precategorical acoustic storage. The problem is that when
allowances are made in the present data for ceiling effects, there were
roughly comparable suffix effects across the four types of instructions although those four types involved quite different time delays between
presentation of the last items and their recall. There is really no valid
evidence on the temporal duration of that storage, but the usual assumption is that it lasts about 2 sec for ordinary material. If this estimate is
anywhere close to correct, and if the suffix effect depends on precategorical acoustic storage, then why is it that the suffix effect is so large when
the most time has elapsed between the input of the last items and their
recall?
There are three ways out. One is to reject the dependence of the suffix
effect (and, by implication, of the modality effect) on a precategorical
acoustic storage in favor of some alternative mechanism. For example,
one could propose that the suffix impairs the quasi-perceptual role of the
last item as a distinctive anchor point. This view (see Kahneman, 1973,
pp. 132-135) has never been spelled out in sufficient detail to be evaluated point by point and we do not feel responsibilityfor doing so here,
but Crowder (1974) has identified serious problems with it. There are
two ways to retain the dependence of the suffix effect on a precategorical
acoustic storage and rationalize the relative independence of the effect
from when actual recall of the last item occurs. One possibility (Crowder,
1973b) is that there is invariably an active, rapid, and covert recall of
the last few items immediately after they are presented- a quick dress
rehearsal during which the information in precategorical acoustic storage
could be used even though the instructions might call for public, overt
recall only much later. The other possibility (Morton, 1970) is that there
is a passive readout process that can occur early in serial recall. That is,
while the subject is initiating his serial recall by producing the first few
items on the list, there is an unconscious strengthening of the last few
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items by combining traces in precategorical acoustic storage with more
permanent, postcategorical traces. There has been little in the way of
tests between the proposed active and passive readouts, although a study
by Routh (1971) seems to favor the passive. Additional evidence on
these points would be especially welcome in answering the question of
how, exactly, precategorical acoustic storage is useful in memory.
Finally, mention should be made of the effects of the different recall
instructions per se. The usual finding of enhanced primacy in serial (relative to free) recall and enhanced recency in free (relative to serial) recall
was replicated here. Of more interest is comparison of recall under these
conditions to that obtained in free position recall, a relatively rare comparison (Waugh, 1961; Dallet, 1963; Detterman, Shine, and Moore, 1974;
Gianutsos, 1972). Gianutsos (1972) reported that instructions to use
free position recall allowed subjects to enjoy both the enhanced primacy
of serial recall and the enhanced recency of free recall, and thus had a
general advantage over instructions to use free recall because of that
enhanced primacy. These results were not replicated in the present experiment despite quite similar experimental conditions (Gianutsos also used
12-word lists, a 1-sec presentation rate, multiple lists). Here, primacy
with instructions to use free position recall resembled much more closely
the primacy effect in free recall than the effect in serial recall. Overall
recall probability was only negligibly better (.01) with instructions to use
free position recall than to use free recall.
On the other hand, the present results also disagree with those of
Detterman et al. (1974), who reported that when the same list was repeatedly presented, subjects given instructions for 'ordinal' (free position)
recall performed more poorly on the first few trials than subjects given
instructions for free recall. Somewhat similar findings have been reported
by Waugh (1961) and Dallett (1963), who used slightly different instructions for ordered recall than those of Detterman et al. (1974) and the
present experiment. These empirical discrepancies concerning the advantages and disadvantages of instructions for free position recall relative
to those for free and serial recall await resolution, but this instructional
manipulation appears to offer an attractive alternative to serial recall
in assessinga subject'sknowledge of order information.

Notes
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Henry L. Roediger, III, Department of Psychology, Purdue University, West
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